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     Water Everywhere? Let's Keep It Clean: A Road Map to Water Monitoring 

 

The need for water monitoring and the development of the Garrettsville wellhead protection plan were the featured 
topics of KEC Annual Meeting presenter Fran Teresi of Garrettsville's Board of Public Affairs on March 16. Before the 
presentation, Brad Brotje was elected as KEC secretary. 
  

Teresi noted that water is often not appreciated until it is no longer available, and her community did not want to take 
anything for granted. In 1996, the federal Safe Drinking Water Act required public water systems to complete a drinking 
water source assessment, but not all municipalities did so. Kent complied in 2008. Garrettsville followed in 2010, 
Brimfield and Shalersville townships in 2011, and Ravenna in 2014. The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency was 
helpful in giving communities guidance on steps to set up a plan, and officials from the city of Kent were also helpful to 
Garrettsville, sharing their experience in developing a plan. Every community's plan in different to fit its unique 
circumstances. 
  

 Drinking water sources--such as rivers, lakes, reservoirs, 
springs, water wells or snow melt--must be located and 
evaluated, Teresi said. Garrettsville owns some of its 
watershed, but much of it is north of the village, in Hiram 
and Nelson townships, where leases are being sold for 
shale drilling and trucks filled with brine use State Route 
88 on their way to two Class II injection wells at the 
Portage/Geauga County border. Garrettsville has two 
drinking-water wells at the northern edge of the village. 
Garrettsville's aquifer contains sand and gravel 
deposited by glaciers, which makes for a quick recharge 
of the water wells in rainy weather but also means that 
surface spills could get into the aquifer. The village, 
Teresi said, had reason to be concerned.  
 

 The oil and gas industry has tried to convince everyone 
that their drilling is safe, said Teresi, countering that for 
years, news articles from Wyoming, Texas, Colorado, 
Oklahoma, Arkansas, West Virginia and Pennsylvania and 
now Ohio indicate that just as in any industry, accidents 
can and will happen. The Ohio Emergency Management 
Agency, responsible for training other professionals and 
for responding to incidents, has dealt with "heavier-

than-air gases," unidentified fumes in the air, explosions and fires, tanks of unknown chemicals on site, geysers of 
escaping gases and brine (from mechanical failures),  spills and overflows into fields and rivers, evacuation of nearby 
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residents, and deaths. These oil and gas incidents have affected water, air, the environment and humans, said Teresi, 
adding that you won't see any of this in commercials from the oil and gas companies. 
 

Teresi noted that the Ohio Department of Natural Resources has "sole and exclusive authority to regulate the 
permitting, location, and spacing of oil and gas wells and production operations within the state" and that the ODNR has 
authority to require an owner/operator of an oil/gas well to "replace the water supply . . . where [the] water supply 
has been substantially disrupted by contamination, diminution, or interruption  . . . resulting from the oil/gas operation." 
  

This state decision and court decisions have taken much control of the oil and gas industry away from local 
municipalities while leaving them responsible for dealing with the consequences and after effects.  Such deep drilling 
brings up rocks and flow-back waste that may contain radioactive elements, such as uranium, Teresi said. At a typical 
drilling site, there are "trade secret" chemical storage tanks of concern, blenders for mixing water/sand/chemicals, 
numerous pipes, pump trucks and "frack heads" where the liquid blend is pumped in under pressure, and tanks of 
"filtered water" from past fracking jobs are ready for reuse. And, said Teresi, Ohio does allow open pits for storing 
drilling muds and flow-back water. Class II injection wells pump flow-back waste into the ground. Just what is in that 
liquid "brine" remains a question. In Ohio, "brine" is not tested for chemical content or level of radioactivity. There has 
been illegal brine dumping as well as pipeline leaks and spills from railroad tank cars.  
 

So baseline water quality data becomes important as "legally defensible evidence" if there is any contamination. An 
early warning system is important so steps can be taken to protect water supplies. Drilling estimates for new wells to 
test the water ran about $25,000 each, which Garrettsville did not have. So the village persuaded home owners with 
wells surrounding the village to volunteer to have their wells tested free twice a year (by a certified technician and at a 
certified lab) to form a database. The results are shared with the well owners. It cost the village $16,000 to set up of the 
program. Thereafter, costs are only $294 per well each spring and fall for testing 16 monitoring wells and one village 
production well for a yearly total of about $10,000, plus about $4,000 for an Annual Baseline Analysis Report, for a total 
annual budget of only $14,000 a year to maintain the program. 
 

Though nothing in the results exceeds national drinking water standards, village officials found that there is no such 
thing as "pure" water. Minerals found naturally in the rock 
formations in this area, as well as evidence of human 
activity, are seen-such as road salt, agricultural runoff and 
basin brine from old oil and gas wells (near old oil wells). 
Garrettsville's water superintendent advised not leasing to 
farmers near village water wells, which has paid off. But 
these items suggest other matters to look into and a need 
to be vigilant to detect changes. While ODNR permits to 
drill have been slowing down, there are many drilling 
operation are still active in the local area. 
  
Swanny Voneida then presented information about Kent's 
Wellhead Protection Plan, which had been provided to her 
by water treatment plant supervisor Steve Hardesty, who 
was unable to attend. Kent has four production wells and 
five test wells.  For Hardesty's short explanation of Kent's 
program, click here.  
  

  -Lorraine McCarty 

 

    Greentown Kent: Part 1 
 

This article is the first in a series looking at several of the presentations given at a very successful two-day conference 
about many issues connected to sustainability organized by A5 and Seven Generations Ahead and co-sponsored by many 
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organizations, including the city of Kent and Kent State University and the Kent Environmental Council. At times, 
workshops were held simultaneously, so I can report on only those I attended. 
  
The first day began with a focus on town and gown--meaning how universities and the towns near them can work 
together to achieve great things--in towns both large and small, with each town finding its own unique way. Kent was 
one of the examples of this relationship. As the people in Portage County all 
know, the transformation in Kent has been tremendous. Adam Branscomb 
from Fairmount Properties and Bridget Susel, director of community 
development for the city of Kent, both talked about the efforts that went into 
the revitalization of downtown and showed slides that documented the 
progress from 2009 to 2014. Susel talked about the many sources of funding 
that were tapped and the challenges in a city where 60 percent of the housing 
is rentals. The city, the university and other major partners met weekly during 
the whole project and continue to meet weekly to work out issues that still 
arise. They believe such meetings have been essential to project's success. 
Another indicator of success is that income taxes are up 4 percent since the 
revitalization has been completed.   
 

A second example of such cooperation was the University Circle area in 
Cleveland, presented by Chris Ronayne, president of University Circle Inc., and 
Irwin Lowenstein, president of ReThink Advisors. Western Reserve and Case 
universities both settled in the same area on the outskirts of Cleveland in the 
late 1800s and later merged into Case Western Reserve University (CWRU). 
They bought other land or received it as donations and eventually the 
Cleveland Museum of Art, Severance Hall, the Museum of Natural History, 
Botanical Gardens, University Hospitals and the Cleveland Clinic were built nearby.   

 
University Circle Inc. was formed in 1957 as a not-for-profit 
agency with quasi-governmental functions uniting this anchor 
district.  Within a four-mile area of University Circle, there is 
extreme poverty--including Glenville, Hough, Fairfax, and Little 
Italy. Gov. James Rhodes called for colleges to be built within 30 
miles of people, but even more recently the conversation 

changed to "what are we doing to use this concept and to build on it."  
 

CWRU approached community development centers in nearby local areas, thus joining the anchor district with its 
neighbors, and began to work with them to build up their neighborhoods. Neighborhood events and concerts were 
organized jointly, making the areas a place people want to live. The university offered incentives for faculty to move into 
these neighborhoods, and faculty responded favorably.  This concept of "eds, meds and arts" has given stability to the 
area that has allowed it to progress. The University Circle neighborhood has added 1,000 jobs every year from 2005 
through 2014. They developed targeted hiring programs, such as Green City Growers providing employment for ex-
offenders doing washing/laundry for the local hospitals, Ohio Cooperative Solar, a new Museum of Modern Art and 
other new commercial developments. BRT (Bus Rapid Transit), Zagster Bike Share, and Zip Car were developed in the 
area to help with transportation. At a time when Cleveland jobs were down 17 percent, University Circle's job rate was 
up 11 percent. It took collaboration, trust, communication--in large part, listening and inviting people in. And they are 
still working together to make life better for everyone. 
  

And last but not least, there was Oberlin, presented by Bridget Flynn, sustainability coordinator for Oberlin College, and 
Sean Hayes, executive director of the Oberlin Project. Both the city of Oberlin and the college were founded in 1833. The 
college is the largest employer, median income is $47,334, and 24 percent of the residents live at or below the poverty 
level. Despite town/gown tensions, different missions and priorities, they decided that both saw the necessity of 
sustainability and planning for climate change, starting with the city's resolution in 2001 and the college's environmental 
policy in 2004.  



 

  
This shared commitment led the city and college to collaborate on the 
Oberlin Project. Externally funded by grants and foundations, with a 
board, staff and committees, this project is "full-spectrum 
sustainability." Both entities signed on to the Clinton Climate Initiate, 
making them one of 18 cities (one of only three in the United States), 
and both have both pledged to be a Climate Positive Community by 
2050, which entails going beyond zero waste by 2050. They agree on 
sustainable economic development, using local foods (with a goal of 70 
percent of the money being spent to be spent on food sourced within a 
six-mile area), providing education on sustainability, and becoming a 
replicable model for others. The entities have one Complete Street, a 
car-share program and shuttles, and a community-based environmental 
studies program with projects developed by community partners. They 
both use the Environmental Dashboard, a monitoring system developed by Oberlin College to track energy and water 
monitoring, which is used by the college and all K-1 schools. The college has 10 acres of solar arrays, which provide 12 
percent of the college's need and 3 percent of the city's need. They have been transitioning off coal and have gone from 
74 percent of their energy being produced by coal in 2012 to 10.4 percent in 2015. They also have halved their carbon 
emissions by 50.08 percent since 2007. The next goal is 75 percent. They are indeed a model for all cities and 
universities. To learn more about the Oberlin Project, click here. 
   

--Lorraine McCarty  
 

 

   Sustainability: Did You Know? 

1. Americans throw away 25 million plastic bottles every hour. 
2. By turning off the faucet while brushing his or her teeth, the average person could 

save 4 gallons of water every morning. 
3. If every American recycled just one-tenth of his or her newspapers, the country could 

save 25 million trees each year. 
4. Solar panels today are 50 percent cheaper than they were in 2008. 
Source: Relish, April 2015 

 

 

 
 
 

     California's Water Shortage Has Impact Beyond State's Borders 

 
You may think that only California is having water problems and that it won't 
affect Ohio, but you would be wrong. California's water shortage does affect 
Ohio and people in the state need to be concerned their future and the 
state's. The California governor ordered a 25 percent mandatory overall 
cutback from 2013 levels in water usage by cities and towns; farms were 
exempted. That exemption is significant because California grows most of the 
fruits and vegetables that America and people around the world consume. 
Famers have had to leave some fields unplanted for lack of water and, when 
surface water is not available, they have to use ground water, further 
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reducing water supplies. The exemption of farmers is being studied. Recent media coverage has focused on how much 
water it takes to grow almonds versus how much it takes to grow tomatoes--both of which many Americans take for 
granted. Growing almonds uses more water than all the showering, dish-washing, and other indoor household water use 
of California's 38 million people. This snack has grown in popularity in this country and around the world to where 
almonds are the top export crop in California, the country's top agriculture state. Because there is a high return for 
investors, almond planting in the state has expanded by two-thirds in the past decade, and almond trees now cover 1 
million acres in California. Each nut requires a gallon of water, and almonds consume 1.07 million gallons annually. 
Almond growers say tomato growers use a lot more water than this.    
  
A recent U.N. world water deficit report warns that in 2030, the world will have only 60 percent of the water that is 
needed if usage stays the same. Underground water reserves already low, and more erratic rainfall patterns are 
predicted because of climate change. The U.N. report says that more efficient water usage could guarantee enough to 
supply the world in the future but a balance between demand and the finite supplies of water must be restored for this 
to happen. The U.N. report urged more conservation, recycling of wastewater, raising prices for water, and finding ways 
to make water-intensive sectors more efficient and less polluting. Fracking and farming can be very polluting, as has 
been seen in Ohio. Economic growth without these steps could make matters worse. And more groundwater will be 
needed for farming, industry and personal consumption to care for the growing world population, which is expected to 
rise to 9 billion by 2050.   

  
As for California, water shortfalls there have moved the governor to impose the first 
ever mandatory statewide restrictions on water use. California reservoirs have a year's 
supply left, but the state is heading into its fourth summer of drought at the same time 
that Sierra Madre snowfalls are the lowest they have been in 65 years, greatly 
diminishing the snow melt needed to replenish the water in rivers and streams.   
   
Lower water levels also are affecting the California's clean air goals because reduced 
water supplies means there is less water available to produce clean hydroelectric power. 

The lights will stay on, but purchase of natural gas has been a costly replacement. This use of fossil fuels has led to an 8 
percent rise in emissions of climate-changing carbon dioxide in California. Areas where the snow is low also are starting 
to have droughts--such as Washington and Oregon. Dam operators will prioritize water for farms and cities ahead of 
water for power production.   
  
The soft education approach that California heavily promoted for the past few years hasn't worked to significantly 
decrease the drought-induced water shortfalls. Fines of up to $10,000 a day for cities and municipalities who exceed the 
limits can be levied by the state. The cuts in water usage are not mandatory for residents, but cities and municipalities 
can levy fines. Santa Cruz and other areas slashed water use more than 30 percent after handing residents fines for 
using more their water limits.  The new plans include increasing the frequency of water waste patrols, hitting guzzlers in 
the wallet with higher water prices and expanding incentives to rip up lawns for drought-tolerant shrugs and bushes. 
Residents are encouraged to conserve by turning off sprinklers, taking shorter showers and doing laundry in the most 
efficient way possible. Some residents have begun to recognize that brown is the new green and that they live in a 
desert environment and have responded by replacing lawns with desert landscapes. The hardest part is to get those who 
weren't already trying to conserve to join in the efforts. The people of Ohio don't live in a desert, but the whole world 
needs to take the California water-shortage problem very seriously. 
  

--Lorraine McCarty  
 

    World Water Day 

Water and energy are inseparably intertwined. March 22 was World Water Day, a time when all people were asked to 
acknowledge their obligation--and their need--to ensure they innovate and improve together. Collectively, society uses a 
tremendous amount of water to generate electricity . . . 
  



 

   
  
. . . and a tremendous amount of electricity to pump and 
purify water. 
 
--Iris Meltzer 

 

 

 

    Sustainability Research and Training at Kent State University 
Kent State University's new Aeronautics and Technology Building held its grand opening in late April when the College of 
Applied Engineering, Sustainability and Technology moved to the new science corridor on Summit Street. The college is 
offering a new sustainability minor to help students learn about the interconnectedness of the three pillars of 
sustainability--economic, social and environmental--and the necessity of making each pillar sustainable on its own. 
Assistant Professor Yanhai Du, who teaches sustainability classes, has expertise in clean energy, especially fuel cell 
technology. The new clean energy laboratory is designed to enable research and development in fuel cells and advanced 
batteries and energy storage.  
 
 --Lorraine McCarty 
 

    The Hidden Cost of Cheap Oil  

Cheap oil thrills motorists who pay less for gas at the pump, car dealers who can sell 
bigger cars and trucks because of increased demand, governments and businesses who 
are spending less on fuel and can now hire or make improvements. Some even say that 
because consumers represent 70 percent of the U.S. economy, lower prices mean 
consumers will have more money (USA Today estimated $125 billion more) to spend on 
other items.  Having more money available to spend can increase consumer confidence, 
help create demand and lead corporations to rely on sales growth instead of creative 
financial accounting to improve productivity. 
  
But the downside is the layoffs, fewer jobs and idle rigs in oil producing states as well as drops in capital investments, 
leading to reductions in taxable income and decreased revenues for governments--especially in oil producing states. This 
tightening of production eventually could lead to higher prices at the gas pump. It takes a price for oil of about $70 per 
barrel to make shale drilling profitable because drilling is quite expensive. Prices now (at the time this article was 
written) are around $50 per barrel, so investors are not happy. The Manhattan Institute, a conservative think tank, 
estimates that about 10 million U.S. jobs are in some way connected to the drilling industry, and many are high-skill and 
high-paying jobs. But money spent by consumers on gadgets and other products often are the result of lower-paying 
factory jobs and well-paid engineering jobs--the top and bottom ends of the market--and often the jobs lost are middle 
class jobs--which America needs to ensure that the recovery lasts when prices for oil rebound.  

  

Other ripples reach throughout the world, lifting some nations (such as the 
United States, Saudi Arabia, India and China) while weakening others (such as 
Venezuela, Iraq, Iran and Russia), with many geopolitical consequences too 
complicated to go into in this short article. Some U.S. lawmakers are even 
debating the wisdom of lifting the long-standing ban on most crude oil 

 



 

exports. Congress last year did lift the ban on condensate, a light oil that could produce exports of up to 1 million barrels 
[per day] by the end of 2015--all done with very little fanfare because of an excess of this light, sweet crude that 
American refineries are not designed to process. 
  

But most troubling of all is that cheap oil keeps people addicted to carbon based energy, and petroleum accounts for 36 
percent of the carbon dioxide emissions that helped make 2014 the warmest year on record. Cheap oil lowers interest in 
renewable sources and increases all of the consequences of climate change. And last but by no means least, there are 
many environmental concerns for the health of humans and the health of the planet. None of these are factored into 
the cost per barrel or cost per gallon, and they should be. 
 

 Sources: Time, February 4, 2015, and multiple newspaper articles 
  

--Lorraine McCarty 

 

      Book Recommendation: The Great Transition  

The Great Transition: Shifting from Fossil Fuels to Solar and Wind Energy (2015) by Lester R. Brown 
has been recommended by several people at KEC's informal Friday Breakfast meetings. Brown asserts 
that the energy transition is here. As fossil fuel resources shrink, as air pollution worsens, and as 
concerns about climate instability cast a shadow over the future of coal, oil, and natural gas, a new 
world energy economy is emerging. The old economy, fueled largely by coal and oil, will be replaced 
this century with one powered by solar and wind energy, which will give local areas and individuals 
more control over their energy, as well as curb climate change and reduce health issues brought on 
by carbon emissions. Learn more from the book and about the Earth Policy Institute, which was 
founded by Brown in 2001.  Brown is the author or co-author of 54 books and is considered to be one 
of the world's most influential thinkers and a leading environmentalist. His works have been 
translated into many languages. 

 

     Friends of the Kent Bog Expand Scope 
 

The Friends of the Kent Bog, a Kent Environmental Council focus group, has been 
expanding its reach to provide support for other nature preserves in the area. Working 
with District Preserve Manager Adam Wohlever and the Ohio Natural Areas and 
Preserves Association, the focus group is pooling its resources to better organize its  
volunteer base. Several joint work dates at various preserves are planned for this 
summer and fall. 
 

The Friends group recently assisted in a Cleveland Metroparks tour of the Triangle Lake Bog 
and the Kent Bog by providing visitors with a history of the Friends group and the efforts of its 
founder, Gordon F. Vars, to preserve and protect the bog from encroaching development. The 
Friends group also has assumed responsibility for mowing, general maintenance, and 
monitoring reports of the Triangle and Kent bogs. With the assistance of Wohlever, the 
Friends group is seeking volunteers interested in assisting with specific interpretive programs, 
frog counts, bird and flora hikes, and educational outreach programs. 
  
Wohlever sends out regular email notices of upcoming events and volunteer opportunities. 
Anyone interested in additional information may contact the Friends of the Kent Bog.  The 
Friends of the Kent Bog has an active Facebook page. Feel free to share your photos of the bog 
along with your comments on our page.  

Ohio Department of Natural Resources  
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District Preserve Manager Adam Wohlever 
 leads a tour of the Kent Bog. 
  

   The Environment in the News Haymaker Farmers Market Open For Business  

Haymaker Farmers Market kicked off its outdoor season on May 2 in the municipal parking lot at the corner of Franklin 
Avenue and Summit Street, from 9 a.m. to1 p.m. There is no parking in that lot on Saturdays from 3 a.m. to 3 p.m., and 
violators will be towed by 8 a.m. 
  

The market's live music program launched as well with a performance by local singer-songwriter and guitarist Jim Gill. 
Live music is offered every Saturday through the end of October from 10 a.m. to noon. Music is free, open to the public, 
suitable for all ages and is made possible with support from a Celebrate Kent grant. Additionally, in partnership with 
Standing Rock Cultural Arts, the market hosts a weekly market knit-in. Fiber artists are welcome to stay to work on their 
projects and receive free assistance from Carol Gould and friends.  
  

Cooking demonstrations with free samples and recipe cards will continue to be provided by the student volunteers with 
the Campus Kitchen at Kent State University.  
  

The market has more than 40 vendors signed up for the season with an abundant 
variety of spring produce available. Vendors also offer a wide selection of baked goods 
(including traditional, vegan and gluten free); goat, sheep, and cow milk cheeses; maple 
syrup and maple products; honey and honey products; herb vinegars and oils, jams and 
jellies; dried herbs; preserves; pepper relish, kimchi, sauerkraut, dip and baking mixes; 
locally roasted coffee and beans; hot and cold prepared foods including local meats, 
eggs and cheese, and vegetarian and vegan, pastured beef, chicken, pork, and eggs; 
lard, corn meal, polenta, whole wheat flour, wheat berries; natural soaps, lotions, and 
bath products; candles; dog treats; and more!  
  
The market welcomes the Ohio Direction Card and credit and debit cards; customers 
may visit the market info table to swipe their card in exchange for market tokens. A monthly $10 Lettuce Loot match is 
offered to SNAP customers for the purchase of fresh fruits and vegetables, beginning the first Saturday of the month, 
until monthly funds are spent.  
  
Contact Kelly Ferry, market manager, or go to the market's website for more information.     

     

 Action Alert:  Our Land, Up for Grabs 

 

Both the Senate and the House of Representatives voted on two different 
nonbinding resolutions that would give away what's left of the nation's 
natural and historic heritage. The Senates voted to support an amendment to 
a nonbinding resolution that would sell or give away all federal lands other 
than national parks and monuments. If implemented, hundreds of millions of 
acres of national forest, rangelands, wildlife refuges, wilderness areas and 
historic sites will revert to state or local governments or be auctioned off. The 
House approved another nonbinding resolution, declaring that the federal 
estate is far too large and supporting the idea of reducing it and giving states 
and localities more control over those resources. Both provisions are intended 
to take advantage of the benefits of increased economic activity. These 
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resolutions, supported only by the Republicans, were symbolic, but they signal that America's public lands, long held in 
trust by the government for we the people, may soon be up for grabs. 
  

These remaining wild places historically have had bipartisan commitment and support. The $13.2 billion approved by 
voters in 35 initiatives around the country in 2014 was more than in any of the past 27 years since tracking began. 
Millions of Americans will visit, vacation and rest in these natural locations to rejuvenate themselves. Such outdoor 
spaces are especially important in and near cities.  But this bipartisan commitment is beginning to erode at the state 
level also. Attempts are being made to divert monies approved for conservation to other uses. 
  

Lost in the debate about money and costs is the enormous economic benefits these lands provide. According to the 
Department of the Interior, in 2013, the country's parks, wildlife refuges, monuments and other public lands had 407 
million visits, which contributed $41 billion to the economy and helped support 355,000 jobs.     
  

By September, Congress needs to reauthorize the Land and Water Conservation Fund, which was created in 1965 and is 
financed by fees paid by oil companies for offshore drilling. If the legislation is not approved, the fund will expire, leaving 
no money to underwrite state and local parks and recreation projects, conservation easements for ranches and farms, 
plus national parks, forest and wildlife refuges. Will Rogers, president of the Trust for Public Land, urges everyone to tell 
their congressional representatives to support conservation and find ways to protect these places that make America 
special. To read more on the subject and for a link to congress, click here.  
  

Source:  The Plain Dealer, April 5, 2015, by Will Rogers, president of the Trust for Public Land 
  

--Lorraine McCarty 

 

    The Environment in the News  
Sound Off (anonymous comments from reader; not written by newspaper) 
Record-Courier - April 28, 2015 
 "My truck driver Texan nephew makes 'big bucks' filling injection wells. Forgetting to put on his gas mask, he lay, 
unconscious, alone, near his truck for over three hours. I thank God he survived. There are over 750 different, toxic 
chemicals in the waste being dumped HERE in Portage County's MANY injection wells."  
 

 Chemical Fumes Linked to Deaths 
Akron Beacon Journal - May 19, 2015 
Following the deaths of nine workers at crude processing plants in the past five year, the federal government issued a 
warning about the danger of inhaling chemicals at oil wells. Most of the deaths were initially considered to be natural 
causes or heart failure, but all nine were later found to have inhaled toxic amounts of chemicals after measuring the oil 
and other by products in the tank or otherwise taking samples of oil for testing. The incidents occurred in Colorado, 
North Dakota, Texas, Oklahoma and Montana. 
 

 Apple Invests in Solar Power 
Akron Beacon Journal - April 17, 2015 
 Apple is investing in Chinese solar power in an effort to meet its goal of powering all its U.S. operations with renewable 
energy. The company also is focused on preserving forests that make environmentally friendly paper by using paper 
from trees harvested under environmentally sound conditions. 
  

 Corps Has to Dredge All 6 Miles--Period 
The Plain Dealer - April 1, 2015 (Editorial) 
 The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, despite compelling scientific evidence of health risks and an executive order from 
Gov. John Kasich, insists that its plan to dump toxic sediment is safe. The final mile in the river channel includes the 
Arcelor-Mital steel plant. The corps is refusing to dredge this final mile unless the state pays more than $1 million in 
sediment-disposal costs, thus transferring the costs to state taxpayers for what is a federal obligation. The corps wants 
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to dredge only the five other miles. Ohio Environmental Protection Agency Director Craig Butler signed the dredging 
permit for the corps, but it requires the entire six miles of the shipping channel to be dredged and for the sediment to 
be put in a confined disposal facility, which complies with Kasich's executive order to prohibit open-lake dumping if it 
would increase the concentration of toxins in fish. Butler said that Congress has approved $6 million to dredge the 
Cuyahoga River this year and that the highest bid for the disposal facilities is $4 million. Ohio's choices are to pay the 
$1.1 million or ask the state attorney general's office to file a complaint against the corps. The corps has not yet received 
the permit from the Ohio EPA, and therefore would not comment for the article. 
  

Dumping in Lake Erie Spurs Suit 
Record-Courier - April 8, 2015 
 Ohio has sued the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers over the federal agency's plan to charge the state more than $1 million 
to dispose of toxic sediment. 
    

The Cost of Hot Water 
Akron Beacon Journal - April 4, 2015 
 New energy efficiency standards will go into effect for manufacturers of gas, oil and electric water heaters, requiring 
them to use less energy than before to heat the same amount of water.  Tankless water heaters are included in the new 
standards, but most of these already meet the standards.  Consumers with noncompliant water heaters will not be 
required to replace theirs immediately, but the next time they need to buy a 40- to 50-gallon water heater, they can 
expect to pay $92 to $120 more but also save enough energy to more than make up the price difference in 2 to 2.3 years 
because water heaters account for 19 percent of the average household's energy bill. According to the Energy 
Department, the change is expected to cut $63 billion in energy costs over 30 years and 316.8 million metric tons of 
greenhouse gasses. The new specifications probably will increase the size of the water heaters an inch or two in height, 
width, or both, so for water heaters is in a tight space, such as a closet, adjustments that may increase the installation 
costs may be necessary. The standards will be tighter and savings will be greater on 55-gallon or larger water 
heaters.  Consumers can buy older water heaters as long as supplies last. 
 

$30 Million Donation to Fight Coral 
Akron Beacon Journal - April 9, 2015 
 Billionaire Michael Bloomberg is donating an additional $30 million to a Sierra Club initiative to reduce the use of coal--
to be spent over the next three years. They money is to be used to fund ads, hire lawyers and mobilize local support 
against opening coal powered plants and to retire older plants. Bloomberg donated $50 million to the program in 2011. 
Bloomberg says reducing the number of coal plants will save lives and that solar, wind and natural gas job growth can 
offset coal-related job losses. The American Coalition for Clean Coal Electricity claims that the Sierra Club's efforts ignore 
energy realities of the country and that the 5 percent of electricity that the country gets from wind and solar cannot 
replace the 40 percent it gets from coal. 

   

FirstEnergy to Shutter Plants 
Akron Beacon Journal - April 15, 2015 
 FirstEnergy plans to close three coal burning power plants (in Cleveland, Eastlake and Ashtabula) on April 17 as a part of 
the company's compliance with U.S. Environmental Protection Agency regulations on emissions of mercury and other air 
pollutants that the company agreed to in 2012. The affected employees will be offered other jobs. 
  

 Obama Administration Releases Fracking Rules 
Akron Beacon Journal - March 21, 2015 
 The first major fracking rules for wells on federal and Indian lands will require covered storage of waste and chemical 
disclosure of fluids. While the vast majority of fracking happens on state and private lands, there are more than 90,000 
oil and gas wells fracked on federally managed lands. Companies also must test for the durability of a well and construct 
strong cement barriers between the well bore and the groundwater. The gas industry sees these rules as a barrier to 
growth, duplicative, and unnecessary, and the Independent Petroleum Association of America and the Western Energy 
Alliance filed a lawsuit in federal district court in Wyoming in an attempt to block the new rules. Environmental groups 
see the rules as an improvement but wanted a ban on fracking on public lands. Among their complaints is that the rules 
don't require disclosure of fracking chemicals until 30 days after a well is drilled. 



 

  

 U.S. Running Out of Room to Store Oil 
Akron Beacon Journal - March 5, 2015 
 From both what it produces and what it is importing, the United States has roughly an additional 1.1 million barrels of 
crude every day and is running out of places to store it. Currently, the extra crude if going into storage tanks, mainly at 
the country's main hub in Cushing, Oklahoma, where operational limits could be reached by mid-April. Supplies are at 
their highest point in the last 80 years.  
  

 New Rules Take Effect for N.D. Oil Shipments 
Akron Beacon Journal - April 1 and 2, 2015 
 After several explosions involving rail shipping of volatile North Dakota crude, the state developed rules that require all 
North Dakota crude to be treated by heat or by pressure to reduce its volatility before being loaded onto train cars. 
While this is an important step to ensure oil-by-rail transportation is as safe as possible, state and industry officials also 
have called for more stringent federal tank-car standards, improved rail operations and maintenance, and more pipeline 
development. Each of the oil drilling companies has spent an average of about $250,000 to install necessary equipment 
to comply with new rules. New figures show trains haul an average of 432,000 barrels of this volatile crude a day, 
passing through Ohio neighborhoods each day on their way to refineries on the east coast--enough to fill 612 rail tank 
cars every day. According to Theresa Mills, a Columbus activist, 1l4 million people live within half a mile of tracks that 
carry crude trains through northern and central Ohio. New crude-by-rail data are providing a clearer picture and 
showing the rapid growth. 
  

Court Ruling May Alter EPA Pollution Limits 
Record-Courier - March 30, 2015 
Akron Beacon Journal - March 30, 2015 
 The Ohio Supreme Court ruled that the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency cannot impose pollution limits affecting 
waterways without first following the state rulemaking policies that require public notice, comment and hearings. The 
Ohio EPA had set stricter limits on a plant that discharges treated water into Blacklick Creek near Pickerington because 
of concerns about the growth of weeds and algae, and said it was required to issue limits that meet federal Clean Water 
Act standards. The court said those who were affected were denied meaningful review. But Justice Terrance O'Donnel 
disagreed with the ruling and expressed concern that the decision would invalidate nearly 1,800 water pollution limits 
the Ohio EPA has already imposed and that it would delay attempts to protect state water from pollutants by forcing 
lengthy rulemaking procedures. The Ohio EPA is reviewing the decision. 

  

 Ohio and Gas Interests Prevail Again in Ohio 
Akron Beacon Journal - February 31, 2015 (Commentary) 
In her minority decision in a Monroe Falls case on home rule involving the city and Beck Oil), Justice Judith Lansinger 
spelled out precisely how local governments could use their home rule powers through zoning, reflecting the concerns 
of their citizens, acting to protect the general health and welfare of the community and not be in conflict with state law. 
"At the Statehouse, the oil and gas industry certainly has gotten its way.  It lobbied hard for the Department of Natural 
Resources to take control of oil and gas drilling.  Gov. John Kasich has tried unsuccessfully for four years to gain an 
increase in severance taxes. Perhaps the ultimate irony is that while Republicans control of all branches of state 
government and often pay homage to local control in principle, many of them are most willing to crush it when it gets in 
their way." 
   

Quakes in Once-Stable Regions Rise 
Akron Beacon Journal - April 24, 2015 
According to U.S. Geological Survey experts, drilling and wastewater are at fault in more than a dozen areas in the 
United States that have been shaken in recent years by small earthquakes--in areas which were previously stable. While 
other reports have also found this to be true, the new federal report is the first comprehensive look at where the man-
made quakes are occurring--in Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Kansas, New Mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma and Texas. The 
report noted that many ancient faults have not moved for millions of years until drilling and fracking took place in these 
areas, making quakes difficult to predict. 
 



 

 Barges OK'd for Drilling Waste 
Akron Beacon Journal - February 3, 2015 
The U.S. Coast Guard quietly approved the proposal of a Texas company to ship liquid drilling waste on barges on the 
Ohio River. A new barge terminal to be built in Meigs County, Ohio, in the next six months will cut costs and double the 
injection capacity at the Mills Hunter Facility. Injection capacity will increase from 14,500 barrels per day to about 
30,000 barrels per day. The drilling liquids come from shales in Ohio, West Virginia and Pennsylvania. Meigs County was 
selected for the injection wells because of suitable underground geology. The approval ignored the many concerns 
expressed about the threats these shipments posed to the Ohio River, which many communities use for drinking 
water.    

  
Study Predicting Loss of Species 'Sobering' 
Akron Beacon Journal - April 30, 2015 
A new study in the journal Science projects that global warming will eventually lead to the extinction of one out of every 
13 species (or 7.9 percent) worldwide. The actual North American rate will only be one out of 20. The current extinction 
rate is at 2.8 percent but rises with more carbon dioxide pollution and warmer temperatures.  South America fared 
worse than any continent with a predicted extinction rate of 23 percent. The study, done by Mark Urban from the 
University of Connecticut, reviewed other studies and did computer simulations. According to others not affiliated with 
the research, these figures may be an underestimate because this research does not take into account other factors 
such as fire or interaction with other animals. 
  

--Summarized by Lorraine McCarty   

 

   Dates to Remember 

 

June 5 
Inaugural Edith Chase Lecture Series: "Not a Drop to Drink" 
A multimedia presentation and panel discussion of the circumstances that turned Lake Erie green and caused a half 
million people to lose their drinking water for a week last August. Panelists include Dr. Robert Heath, professor emeritus 
of Kent State University who has researched Lake Erie for 40 years; Tom Henry, a Toledo Blade reporter who lived the 
crisis; and Kristy Meyer, managing director of Agricultural, Health and Clean Water Programs for the Ohio Environmental 
Council. 
  
Kent State Hotel and Conference Center, 215 S. Depeyster St., Kent 
Doors open at 6:30 p.m., speakers at 7 p.m. 
Cosponsors: KEC and League of Women Voters of Kent 
Due to limited seating, preregistration is suggested. For more information, click here. 
  
July 4 
Kent Heritage Festival   
Downtown Kent 

     KEC Membership—Become a KEC  Member Today 
 

We welcome anyone who wants to join the Kent Environmental Council and support our efforts. If you are already a 

member, you will be receiving a reminder of renewal by mail the month before the expiration date for your dues. 

Remember, dues are the main source of income for KEC. We need your support to do our work.  
 

Just send in your name, address, phone, email address and your check made payable to: Kent Environmental Council and 

mail  to:    KEC, P.O. Box 395,Kent, OH 44240.  

To join or renew online with PayPal, go to kentenvironment.org/Membership. Membership levels are $45, Sustaining; 

$35, Family; $25, Individual; $15, Golden Buckeye; $10, Student; $500, Lifetime; and $200, Organization.  KEC dues are 

not tax deducible because the organization has a 501(c)(4) status. 
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